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AP: Today is March 26th
. I'm interviewing Elizabeth Bettina Blake, who will describe a 

little bit about her background and when she came to Morris. 

BB: I'm Bettina Blake, and I came to the University of Minnesota Morris (UMM) in 
1979. I came for the first time at about this season of the year, in March of 1979, just 
after a winter of very heavy snow, so it's quite similar to the current situation. 

After I accepted the position, I came back for Commencement in June. I had never been 
in Minnesota. I had enjoyed Laura Ingalls Wilder as a child, reading about this part of the 
world, but I had never been in the Midwest at all. My introduction to the Twin Cities, 
really, was after the UMM commencement. We left at about ten o'clock in the evening. 
The then provost (the title was later changed to chancellor) Jack Imholte, got me into a 
university car, and off we went across the dark prairie to Minneapolis, getting in about 
one o'clock in the morning to downtown Minneapolis (because the next morning at eight 
o'clock I was to be introduced to the board of regents of the university.) As we drove 
through downtown, Jack Imholte said, "There will not be many times when the two of us 
are here together, so let me point out some major things." He started describing Dayton's 
and the IDS tower. The city was deserted; it was iike a scene out of a mystery movie or 
something. It was pitch black, and at one o'clock in the morning, there was hardly anyone 
around. It was a very strange introduction to Minneapolis. But it served me well, because 
indeed, most of the time I had to find my own way around from then on. Then I started 
the job late that summer and was the chief academic officer of the Morris campus until 
1995, which is sixteen years. 

AP: What do you recall as some of the greatest challenges that you faced? 

BB: I think that the challenge that the campus faced was the challenge of being a strictly 
lUlucagraduate, strictly Bachelor of Arts, liberal arts campus of high quality in the public 
sector, because such a creation really didn't exist in the public sector. The only other 
place that we knew of that was small, primarily residential, bachelor of arts only, and so 
forth, was St. Mary's of Maryland, and when we later visited there we found that even 
that did not have as high an academic standing as the Morris campus because the Morris 



campus is also part of a large research university. I think that is the biggest challenge that 
the campus faced, plus the fact that there was very little money and a lot of work that 
needed to be done. 

The challenge that I faced, personally, was that I was the first female chief academic 
officer of anything other than nursing or home economics within the University of 
Minnesota, as far as know. I was certainly the first senior female administrator on the 
Morris campus. That was a little bit complicated at first, but it all worked out 
successfully, I think, in large part thanks to the chancellor (then provost), Jack Imholte, 
and Stephen Granger, who was the associate provost and head of student affairs. They 
both insisted that academic matters go through me. They did not let people go around me 
as could very easily have happened initially. But there were a lot of things that happened 
there at the beginning that I'm sure shook the campus up a bit. (See the UMM Re
collections videotape for some further expansion on this point) 

I guess I didn't mention earlier that my own background is a Bachelor of Arts in French 
from Barnard College, which is the women's college of Columbia University. After a 
couple of years in France and a year in California, I was back at Columbia getting my 
Ph.D., and I taught at Barnard. Thus,.! was both a student there and a faculty member and 
quite familiar with the struggles of a small undergraduate, liberal arts college that is part 
of a large university. Then I went to Wellesley and was there for sixteen years as a 
faculty member and then as an administrator. Part of my administrative work there was 
with the Wellesley MIT Cooperation, which again involved a very distinguished but 
small liberal arts college, Wellesley, attempting to work out various kinds of cooperation 
with an enormous research university, which of course had a strongly technical 
orientation. I think those two experiences were extremely useful in working through the 
kinds of issues that we were constantly dealing with at the University of Minnesota 
Morris. 

AP: I was reading this morning, Bettina, to prepare for this, the recent document called 
"Re-Collections," which is very good. It made the point that 1982 was a very tough year 
for Morris. There was even talk of closing the campus. Can you talk us through how you 
saw those years and how you recall them? 

BB: It was very frustrating. I remember thinking naively that when I came as a new chief 
academic officer we would get a little more financial backing for the campus just because 
of someone coming in new like that, that there would be sort of an effort to support my 
work. Instead of that, starting actually right in the year that I came, there was talk about 
closing the Morris campus. I discovered after the fact that this came up every year, that 
Morris was sort of a pawn in the political games that were .played. in the Minnesota 
legislature. Somebody would get up and threaten to close the Morris campus. So I learned 
quickly to diffuse the anxieties of the faculty and staff at Morris and just explain that we 
had to go through that every year. I learned that the real source of our funding and our 
support was the president of the university and the regents and the central administration 
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of the university; that was where the major decisions would be made. Those first years, it 
was just one threat of being cut back after another. I'm not sure exactly of the sequence, 
but there was one year, it was '81-'82, where Peter Magrath in an effort to staunch some 
wound that 'vvas being inflicted on the UI'iversity, unfortunately made the statement that 
the Morris campus might indeed have to be closed. That was in December; just at the 
time when application processes are at their peak. Within two weeks, we had lost a 
hundred applicants that year. The whole picture looked terribly, terribly bleak. Then there 
was an announcement that they would cut the budget--this was now later in the spring
by $230,000. The regents were coming to the campus that spring for a regents meeting, 
and of course there would be a banquet, and the West Central Educational Development 
Association, a support group for the Morris campus, was going to be there. At that point, 
Jack Imholte, with the help of one of the bankers in town, went out and got pledges of 
$10,000 over ten years from twenty-three people to replace, in effect, the money that was 
being cut, and just show the support of the community for the university. At that banquet, 
the chancellor was able to get up and announce that for the first time (because this was 
the first major fundraising that the campus had ever done) people had pledged enough 
money to cover this $230,000 that the campus was being cut. It was an amazing scene. 
There was a sort of gasp from the regents who were present in the audience when that 
was done. 

The other thing that happened that raised morale at a time when morale was spiraling 
downward generally across the university, was the Title III grant. I think it was 1980 that 
we first discovered that we were eligible to apply for federal money which was for the 
strengthening of developing institutions, and that we fit the developing institutions 
criteria. The other plus we had going for us was the fact that we had a strong minority 
student program because part of the Title III money was intended to help minority 
students' college education. I think it was around 1982 or 1983 that we received the first 
of two awards. (You and Rick Heydinger were among the University planners who 
helped us prepare our proposal.) I've forgotten now just what the grant amounts were, 
but they were around $200,000 per year, which may not seem like a lot of money, but at 
a time when everybody was being cut and everything was being cut back, all of a sudden 
we had money to begin the process of transforming the campus in technology, to launch 
the new major in computer science, to strengthen the minority student program and add 
some courses in diversity areas, to do some things to internationalize the campus, and so 
forth. We had in the end five years of grant money under Title III, and those were exactly 
the five years that were the worst years both demographically and financially for the 
University at large. So that was a big, big plus. (The dollar amounts 1983-1988 were 
$180,000; $187,000, $170,000, circa $200,000, and circa $100,000.) 

AP: Can you talk a little bit about the National A ~~I)ciation of Public Liberal Arts 
Colleges that I understand that you all founded? 

BB: Yes, it is the Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges (or COPLAC) which didn't 
have a name initially. I cannot say that we founded it, but I think we kept it going! It all 
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started with a very entrepreneurial president at the University of North Carolina 
Asheville. This was a fellow by the name of David Brown. He was having trouble with 
his legislature as we all were. He looked around to see what other public institutions there 
were that \vere trjing tc maintain strong liberal arts programs at ,.their core, .:The 
University of North Carolina Asheville is not exclusively a bachelor of arts institution, 
but that's its strongest suit, and that was the thing that the president wanted to emphasize. 
He identified fifteen or twenty institutions that might conceivably be in a similar 
situation. First, he got together with three other presidents ... we have this history; it's 
written up. I think they were the president of Evergreen State College in Washington, the 
president of Ramapo College of in New Jersey, and the president of Northeast Missouri 
State University. They got together at one of the national meetings of colleges and 
universities (AASCU). Then he went after fifteen or so institutions and invited them to a 
meeting at Asheville. We got the invitation, Jack showed it to me, and he didn't think it 
was worth going to. I said, "Yes, I think this could be useful to us, so if you're willing, I 
will go." I went to the meeting in 1988 and we all talked about our institutions 
individually and about problems that we had in common. Some of the institutions, I 
think, found it useful and some did not. (I think it was useful to North Carolina Asheville 
because they did survive whatever crisis they were in.) But then nothing happened. Two 
years went by, and I've forgotten now who the next one was that decided that we should 
have a meeting. Again, there was the question, is it worth it, because we had so little 
money to send anybody to anything. Well, we decided, yes, we'll stay with it. Then, from 
that point on, the organization took off It was at a meeting in New England at Keene 
State College in 1993 that we incorporated. 

AP: It is mid-80s by this time? 

BB: No, it was the mid-90s. 

AP: The first meeting was in 1988. 

BB: We've got the whole history of the thing, and I haven't thought of going back over 
it. In other words, we met every two years the first three times, I think, and then we 
(UMM) invited the group in 1992 We were going from institution to institution 
(Asheville, 1988; Ramapo,1990; Evergreen, 1991; UMM, 1992; Keene State, 1993; 
Charleston, 1994; NE Missouri (subsequently Truman) State, 1995; and Mary 
Washington, 1996. By that time David Johnson was the chancellor at Morris. At 
Evergreen I gave a talk on general education that I think was useful to everybody in 
trying to sort of frame what we were about. The Ramapo meetings were also very useful 
in a different sort of way, but there still wasn't any structure or any name. It was sort of 
just everybody deciding to get !ogeilier. It v:~s '.':hen they came to Morris that Dave took 
things in hand and said, "We have got to have a name; we have got to have an 
organization." He also had Bob Vikander, the UMM director of admissions, give a 
remarkable talk, an excellent talk on how to attract students to match the faculty of a 
liberal arts college. It was very well done. We had a lot of discussion about what were the 
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principles that we shared in common; what we were talking about; and what we stood 
for. It was quite controversial. After that, a group of people met in the summer (a group 
of chancellors and presidents) and then, as I recall, they went to Washington, D.C., and 
set up sort of a public relations meeting. I wasn't involved directly: hut jt gut, us on the. 
map. There were interviews with editors of the Chronicle of Higher Education and 
Change magazine. Most of the people had been members of the AASCU, and we were 
not. UMM never was. We convinced the others that the national organization we ought to 
belong to was what was then called the AAC, the Association of American Colleges. It's 
now called the Association of American Colleges and Universities. But it is the primary 
liberal arts champion nationally. So we are now all members of that. It was in the course 
of that following summer, I think, after the meeting at Morris, that the name COPLAC, or 
Council of Public Liberal Arts Colleges, was chosen. The following year we met at 
Keene State and became incorporated. Again I know I gave a speech and some other 
people did. At Mary Washington College in 1996 I did three papers for the keynote 
address and two other papers that went along with it. The keynote was about the 
relationship between the liberal arts and democracy, American values, freedom and so 
on. The other two papers were a history of the institutions and a history of COPLAC. So 
those three documents are part of the COPLAC archives now. (See attached) Meanwhile, 
they set up a committee to admit more institutions because we all agreed (by that time I 
think there were twelve or thirteen of us) that there needed to be a larger group if 
possible. So they set up criteria for admission, and since then I think three or four other 
institutions have been admitted to this. They are supposed to be primarily undergraduate, 
although not exclusively so, and strongly favoring the liberal arts. They are scattered all 
over the country: Fort Lewis in Colorado, with a strong Native American popUlation; 
Montevallo in Alabama, for example; Mary Washington in Virginia; and St. Mary's of 
Maryland. New College of the University of South Florida was in at the beginning (it's a 
very small institution) then it went out, didn't have the money, and eventually came back 
in again. Overall, I think COPLAC has been valuable to all of us. There is a conference 
every spring of this group, and there is usually a smaller gathering at the AACU in 
January. 

AP: As you look at Morris at the end of the century, now that you've been retired since 
1995, so you've got probably some objectivity ... 

BB: I've been retired since 1998. I left the vice-chancellorship in '95, but then I was on 
leave for a year (I was a professor of French all the way through at UMM). this. So I was 
on leave as professor of French in '95-'96, and then for two years was a part-time 
associate to the director of fund development on the Morris campus. I went around 
meeting with alumni and others about giving to support UMM. So I retired officially in 
1998. " ...... . '" .. 

AP: As an avid reader, with a couple of years perspective, and as an active member of 
the Morris community, what do you see, looking forward for this campus? What do you 
see the issues are? Are they essentially the same, or any new ones? 
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BB: I think some of them continue, certainly. I think being a single purpose 
undergraduate liberal arts college as part of a large research university is an ongoing 
stmggle. It's never going to be at} ~l'\c;;y thing to do RutT think it's a wonderful position to 
be in, a very enriching position for an institution because of the kind of support the 
faculty can get from being part of a university, not to speak of the opportunities for 
students also. So I hope that that will continue. 

I think that another ongoing struggle, but one which may be even more difficult in the 
years ahead, is keeping the high quality of the institution, however one decides to define 
that. Many young faculty coming out of graduate school today have a background which 
is much narrower than the background generally of faculty twenty or thirty years ago. It's 
harder, in some ways, for them to move into undergraduate teaching where they have to 
teach across a wide spectrum of courses and fields, and still carry out the research, which 
is often in a very narrow area. They must at the same time be accessible to students and 
be part of campus life, in a way, one hopes, that a top quality undergraduate education 
will allow. I think that's tricky. 

I also think that the campus has got to have outside support for funding because I think 
when you're talking about an institution that's aiming not just for the academic 
development of students, but also their personal development. There are what the 
taxpayers can well consider "extras" that make campus life particularly rich and 
wonderful, but which perhaps are not absolutely essential to be paid for by taxpayer 
money. So you want to have money for scholarships but also money for additions to the 
program. I think that is an ongoing struggle for any institution. Morris in many ways is 
like a small private college and has many of the same kinds of issues and problems. I 
don't think there is any question, at least at the present time, about getting applicants. 
We've been extremely successful on that side of things. 

AP: Are there questions that I perhaps haven't asked you that you would like to 
comment on or points that you would like to make? 

BB: It depends what kinds of things you're interested in. 

AP: Most of the interviews in this series have been about the scholar life of the faculty, 
the cohesion of the academic community. For example, Chemical Engineering was very 
descriptive, very proud of the fact that they always had their senior faculty sitting in with 
junior faculty doing their teaching, and that sent a very strong message that teaching is 
not an option, but a very crucial thing. Are there little vignettes about this campus that 
help portray its culture in that way? 

BB: We have, for example, a mentorship activity among the faculty at UMM where 
senior faculty pair up with junior faculty member (or a beginning faculty member). One 
of the things that I've felt all along, and sometimes people liked it-- and sometimes they 
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didn't-- is that a faculty member is a faculty member is a faculty member is a faculty 
member. Once you're in the classroom, the students don't know or care very often 
whether you happen to be tenured or not tenured, senior or junior, part-time or full-time. 
You are teaching them, and that's the key thin£ So T'm a little leery pf "senior~jupior" 
faculty" language. But in any case, for some time now we've had a program where an 
experienced faculty member takes a relatively new faculty member under his or her wing, 
and it's usually someone not in the same field. They help with how to balance scholarship 
and teaching, which is very difficult in any undergraduate institution. The balancing act 
between research and teaching is much more difficult in some ways when you are 
expected to be on the campus a lot of the time and support students in all sorts of ways 
outside of the classroom. Helping people get through the tenure process, knowing what to 
do, helping people get to professional meetings-all that is important. One of the things 
we've tried very hard to do is make contacts for faculty in the Twin Cities. There are 
several faculty members like Harold Hines, Michael Korth, Van Gooch, in their separate 
fields, who have regular ongoing contacts with particular groups and people in the Twin 
Cities, and that has been very valuable. Then they open those doors to other faculty as 
they come along. 

I'm trying to think of some other specific things. Because I was a relatively rare bird in 
the administrative structure of the university as a woman, I got put on endless all
university committees those first seven or eight years. I was on I don't know how many 
different committees for all sorts of things. It was very valuable because it helped me get 
to know people in many different departments, different colleges because of the 
membership of the various committees, and it also helped to make UMM known. Very 
often I would find that I would hear about something that someone was doing in the 
College of Education, the College of Liberal Arts, at the Institute of Technology, and I 
would think. "Aha! There is so-and-so at UMM who is working in that area," and then I 
would try to establish a contact. Sometimes it worked; sometimes it didn't. Or I would 
hear about fellowship opportunities, and bring them back to faculty. 

Betty Robinette was the associate vice president handling the tenure side of academic 
affairs for quite a few years while I was vice chancellor. She took pity on the fact that I 
had to come in the night before in order to be at the deans' breakfast. Since her son had 
left home-he had gotten married-she had an extra room and I would spend the night 
with her. Through her, I discovered that the Morris tenure folders were not being 
presented in the way the rest of the university's tenure material was. That was very 
valuable to discover, because we knew we'd been having trouble, but we didn't 
understand why. Once we set them up the way the others had been, we had much less 
difficulty. There was another thing that happened. When I first came to UMM, there was 
one female full professor. We ended up with fourteen, ten or fifteen years later. Also, the 
number of full professors generally we were able to increase, partly because we found out 
how to present the materials. That was just an odd bit of information that was useful. 
There were a lot of things like that that one had to discover. 
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I recall that you (Ann Pflaum) helped me, too, at the very beginning of my work in the 
University. Do you recall the luncheon that you organized for me at the Campus Club 
with Peter Robinson in the French department; Pat Mullen, director of the Office of 
Equal Opportupjty, a.'1d Gthers? That, for me, was the beginning of a netwolk ,of Twin 
Cities professional contacts that has expanded ever since. Those contacts have served 
UMM well, especially since we have never been able to spend money for institutional 
publicity. 

BB: You know that they interviewed me when they were doing "ReCollections"? 

AP: I didn't know that, but I'm not surprised. 

BB: Two students interviewed me at that time. 

AP: Are those tapes on file? 

BB: It's a videotape. 

AP: This is probably a good place to end. I'm just delighted. Thank you very much. 

[end of interview] 
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